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A WEEK WITHOUT COMPUTER & INTERNET The word like technologies, 

computer, gadgets, mobiles phones, tablets, smart phones, LCDs, LEDs 

sound so familiar & are used I our day to day lives . However these words 

would definitely be confusing or unheard to people I earlier times. Today’s 

generation has become such that their lives revolve around these modern 

technologies, latest gadgets, media, internet etc. It is like impossible for 

them to even stay without these for even one day. Unlike the olden times 

when children would be making use of their creativity & innovations to make 

a new game to play. It would be worth thinking what would be if computer 

internets would be taken away from their lives for a whole one week i. e. 

seven days!!! Quite scary na… Well to speak frankly I would be totally 

devastated. The new generation uses the internet & computers for a variety 

of reasons, so to live without them would definitely be difficult. I use the 

internet for being in touch of my friends & family who are staying in a 

different corner of the world, or for doing some research on assignments , 

also to keep me updated about the latest mobiles , gadgets, discoveries & a 

lot more. Today internet has made it possible for the dear ones staying away

to be in regular touch. Not only by text chats but also by voice & video chats.

Internet has made the distance of 2 countries shorter by just helping us 

connect with each other. Internet has also made it possible to find friends 

who were long lost due to distances of their country. Even after being far 

away from home & family one can easily communicate with them & see & 

hear them live. Internet is of great use to the students these days. It usually 

helps help them complete their assignments & projects by simple copy 

paste. Students don t need to break their heads for some information. They 
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simply give a search on the Google & there they are with the required 

results. Internet also provides live TV. People often use this feature for 

seeing matches or daily soap serials or children might just end up using it to 

see their favorite cartoons, movies, shows or just song videos. Those who are

fond of reading can also find online sites for novels. I really enjoy reading 

books novels. But it’s not possible every time to go & buy the book you want 

or importantly find those books. But with the internet the entire book is in 

font of you. When I am bored & have nothing to do or just need to cheer up 

myself what’s better than playing games. All types & varieties of games are 

available: - racing, sports, brain teasers, action... etc. In conclusion I would 

just say than god I was born in this generation having so many technologies 

though it spoils me at times but every coin has its two own faces. Internets &

computers are user friendly devices that it’s hard to even think about living 

without it a day. It would definitely make the existence of the youths 

miserable!!! Isn’t it?? 
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